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Introduction & Motivation



Spheromaks provide an opportunity to explore fusion
relevant physics and technology in a compact device.

A spheromak plasma forms through self-organization and
magnetic reconnection.

Spheromaks achieve high plasma β through:

Tailoring the current profile
(development of feedback and control technology)
A kinetic ion population
(energetic α particles in fusion plasmas)

High-β operation makes the spheromak a good candidate for
a FNSF for reactor component development and testing.

The lack of toroidal field coils and a central solenoid means
that the vacuum vessel is simply connected, which translates
to a cheaper, more compact device with greater engineering
simplicity (e.g. blanket design) and is easier to maintain.1

1S. Woodruff et. al. J. Fus. En. 29. 2010.



This study seeks to explore spheromak formation through
coaxial helicity injection.

Two electrodes connected by
vacuum magnetic flux are
biased relative to each other.

Current flows along the
magnetic field lines, producing
an expanding flux bubble.

Identical to CHI in tokamaks,
except there is no vacuum
toroidal field.

The injected current must be
reduced after the formation
‘pulse’ in order to allow good
confinement, i.e. a large region
of closed flux surfaces.

Sustained Spheromak Physics
eXperiment (SSPX) Design2

2E.B. Hoooper et. al. PPCF. 54. 2012.



The goal of this research is to optimize spheromak
performance and improve confinement.

The rate of helicity injection will be maximized by through
control of the CHI gun current parameters and magnetic flux.

We will expand beyond the achievable operational regimes of
previous experiments in order to find candidate modes of
operation for future experimental studies.

In addition to the capacitor bank model, we also consider
idealized injector models, i.e. Ig is prescribed and there is no
feedback from the plasma.

While this study initially considers the SSPX flux conserver
geometry, it is not a direct continuation of previous SSPX
campaigns and other designs will be examined.



Numerical Model



The computations solve the low-frequency MHD and
two-fluid models starting from vacuum magnetic field and
‘cold fluid.’
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The computations use realistic, evolving, locally-computed transport
coefficients.

Neutrals, ionization, and recombination are not modeled.

The NIMROD code (nimrodteam.org) is used to solve these systems.



Only the injector is prescribed: all dynamics follow
self-consistently from the model.

The injector is simulated by
specifying RBφ = µ0Ig/2π
along the injector boundary.

To encourage the expansion of
the flux bubble into the
domain, resistivity is enhanced
along the injector boundary:
η → η + (Ds − 1) ηinj .

The density boundary condition
along the injector edge is
initially no-flux, but transitions
to Dirichlet when n < ncrit .



Compared to the earlier SSPX campaign by EBH & BIC,
this study is aided by advances in both the numerical and
physical models.

Numerical Model:

Implicit leapfrog advance

Spectral elements

Physical Model:

3D transport coefficients
(χ‖, χ⊥ with magnetization effects and η)

Using full 3D n in the momentum equation

Density floor boundary condition

Injector resistivity instead of volumetric thermal energy drain

Idealized injector models



One of the idealized injector models we consider is a
modified Boltzmann function.

The function approximates
the injector current well for
single-pulse formation shots
in SSPX.

Pulse width and height are
independent.
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Computational Results



The timescale in the computations is in better agreement
with the experimental plasma evolution than previous
campaigns.

t = 0 µs t = 52 µs t = 520 µs

Typically ∼ 150 µs for ejection of the flux bubble from the injector.3

Typically ∼ 300 µs for the edge magnetic field to peak and onset of
the column mode instability.

3R.D. Wood et. al. Nucl. Fus. 2005.



The column mode occurs very quickly (∼ 10s µs) and
produces a large injector voltage spike.
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The plasmas undergoes a dramatic change in magnetic
topology during the column mode.

t = 520 µs t = 528 µs t = 560 µs



Column Mode Movie



The column mode produces significant magnetic flux
amplification.

t = 520 µs t = 528 µs t = 560 µs

Flux amplification occurs over a very short timescale (∼ 10 µs).

The amplified flux decays very slowly relative to the relaxation
dynamics.



Summary & Future Work



Summary & Future Work

The computations reproduce the column mode in previous SSPX
simulations by EBH & BIC.

Code development allows for a much higher ∂Ig/∂t in simulations.

Our computational results will against SSPX experimental data over
a variety of discharges.

Obtained access to the LLNL resources less than a week ago.
Utilize the synthetic diagnostics (Thompson scattering,
radiation, etc.) developed by Woodruff Scientific, Inc. for
direct comparison to the experiment.

Develop and explore an operating regime space for the injector
parameters.

(Very crudely) Explore and optimize the injector geometry, e.g. an
oblate flux conserver.

Explore additional physical effects (e.g. full Braginskii Π, kinetic
effects)


